Non-leptonic hyperon decays are investigated using the ur-citon scheme, which was proposed recently by one of the authors (S. I.) for unified and relativistic treatment of hadrons. In the case "four-ur-citon interaction" with V-A type the octet dominance is rigorously derived and it is shown that our theory with only one adjustable parameter reproduces the qualitative behavior of experiment except for the P-wave decay of E. The other interesting case of the two-ur-citon interaction is also investigated. § 1. Introduction and summary It is known that the quark composite model leads to considerable success. However, quarks seem to have quite strange properties from the viewpoint of the usual composite model. First, quarks behave non-relativistically or almost statically inside hadrons in spite of strong binding, as is suggested from the success of the SU(6) symmetry. Secondly quarks seem to obey Bose-statistics notwithstanding they have spin one-half: This gives the most natural interpretation of the symmetrical quark model, and, moreover, it has been proved 1 l that*l the phenomenological rule "octet dominance" for the non-leptonic weak interaction can be rigorously derived from the assumption that the quark field in the current X current type Hamiltonian obeys Bose statistics. But if quarks are really Bose particles, how could baryons be Fermi particles?
s1on coefficients "inner Fock amplitudes" are supposed to represent hadron fields, and are "second-quantized" following the "sacred" spin-statistics connection. For example, the amplitude ([J.A 1 .A 2 A 3 (p, ~h ~2, ~s) for the three-ur-citon state represents the Baryon and is quantized with Fermi statistics. The Bose character of the ur-citon implies that amplitude is totally symmetrical under the simultaneous exchange of any pair of the set of variables (Ai, ~i), reproducing the physical back-ground of the symmetrical quark model. Thus in the ur-citon scheme there is no such difficulty concerning the spin statistics connection as mentioned before. Moreover, as the internal variable ~ has no direct relations with the external momentum, the physical contents of the static behavior of quarks are naturally induced in this scheme.
The purpose of this paper is to investigate non-leptonic hyperon decays in the ur-citon scheme. If we suppose that the interaction is mediated by the "four-urciton interaction" with V-A type analogously to the usual current-current theory, then we can rederive rigorously the phenomenological rule "octet dominance", because of Bose character of ur-citons, now without any difficulty as in the case of Bose quarks.
In § 2 the ur-citon scheme is briefly reviewed in so far as required for our applications. In § 3 an investigation of the four-ur-citon interaction is made. In this case we see that; i) for the S-wave decays of _s+, A (.St) = 0; ii) the LeeSugawara relation is valid for the S-wave decays while not for P-wave decays; and iii) for the !2 decay the parity-violating amplitude vanishes. Moreover, after detailed application, it seems that our theory with only one adjustable parameter reproduces the qualitative behavior of experiment except for the P-wave decays of E.
In § 4 the other interesting case of two-ur-citon interaction is investigated.
In this case, although we get the interesting features that; i) for the S-wave decays of the octet Lee-Sugawara relation is valid, and ii) A (.S!) ' is small (vanishes in the limit fJ./m---70, fJ. (m) is the meson (baryon) mass); iii) for the P-wave decays of z-, B (.S=) = 0; and iv) the parity-violating amplitude of the Q-decay vanishes: it seems that quantitatively this case does not reproduce the experimental behavior so well as the four-ur-citon interaction, regardless the fact that we have two parameters in this case compared with one parameter in the previous case. § 2. Review of ur-citon scheme*)
In this section we shall review briefly the ur-citon scheme m so far as required for our applications.
We start from the assumption that there exists the ur-citon operator J~=r=ip"r" 2J-p2
In (2 · 3) the same order as for the symbol ( ±) should be taken and the other commutators are supposed to be zero. Defining the ur-citon vacuum by
the general inner state vector is represented by the inner Fock expansiOn regarding the ur-citon. All non-exotic baryons and mesons are represented, respectively, by and The amplitudes satisfy the generalized Bargmann-Wigner equations with the mass determined through the differential operator on the internal variables. For the ground state baryons and mesons these are given, respectively, by
Similar equations as for the suffixes A 2 and A 8 , and
where the external parts (/) (p) 's are defined by
The form (2 ·10) reflects the fact that the internal structure of the amplitude is determined through that of ur-citon and with the ground state baryons and mesons is concerned only the ground state ur-citon with the internal strucrure f(x). Now we see that (/)A. 
)
Thus the baryon is decomposed into the octet N and the decuplet D as where
Similarly the meson is decomposed into the pseudo-scalar nonet P and the vec-
In (2·11) and (2·12) 6'pv=C1/2i) (rprv-rvrp), r5=r1r2rsr4; cis such a matrix as r T= -cr c-
In treating interactions of hadrons in the ur-citon scheme, an important role is played by the connector which is defined by (2·13) where
The interaction Hamiltonian of the non-leptonic hyperon decay IS obtained through the expressiOn (2·15) where N means the normal product of the ur-citon field operators, and (?ffBt?p' Mtl is defined as a direct product of (?£Btl and (?£ M.tl, which are 
. Four ur-citon interaction
In this section we shall make a detailed analysis on the case of the fourur-citon interaction with V-A type which is suggested by the usual current X current theory. We can derive rigorously for our interaction, which is obtained by putting the form (3 ·1) into (2 ·15), the "octet dominance" which is usually assumed phenomenologically. The proof is quite simple and similar to the case 1 ) of Bose quark: The expression (3 ·1) is a linear combination of the following term:
This is, because of the properties of r-matrices on the Fierz transformation and of the Bose character of ur-citons, anti-symmetric for both upper and lower suffixes, so it has only the nine independent components which are decomposed into a singlet and an octet. It may be worthwhile to note that the connector in (2 ·15) does not affect the above proof, as it behaves as a singlet.
By the reduction of ur-citons in the expression (2 ·15) with the choice of H as (3 ·1), we get the following interaction Hamiltonian: where (m~n) means, the expression obtained from the respective first term with the interchange of the suffices (m~n). This anti-symmetrization, due to Bose character of ur-citons and the properties of the Fierz transformations, guarantees the octet dominance of our theory. In (3 · 3) tc represents the effects of the overlapping integral of the internal wave functions*> and is defined by (3·5) where f(~) is defined in (2 ·10), and in the last equality the normalized nature off(~) is used.
The non-leptonic hyperon decay with I L1 Yl = 1 is described by the ur-citon interaction (3 · 2) with the choice of (m, n, l, s= 1, 2, 3, 1), fiN. It may be noted that Hlf and Hii, which, at a glance, seem to have contributions for the process, vanish due to the above-mentioned anti-symmetry of ft. In Table I we Table I By substituting the explicit expressions (2 ·11) and (2 ·12) into (3 · 4) and after some lengthy calculations we get for the invariant amplitudes for the respective decay modes, Is the only parameter for all the amplitudes in our theory.
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As was discussed before, the octet dominance, accordingly the I Jll = t rule, is automatically derived in our scheme, and for the octet baryons only. the independent amplitudes from the relations by this rule are given in the above. We see the characteristic results of our theory that; i) for the S-wave decays of the octet A (.S~) = 0; ii) the Lee-Sugawara relation is valid for the S-wave decays while not for the P-wave decays; and iii) for the Q decays the parityviolating amplitude, the D-wave one, has no contributions.
In Table II we compare our results on the decay amplitudes of the octet Table II . Comparison with experiment 8 ) of our theory with the four-ur-citon interaction.
The parameter is fixed by the experimental value for A (.S:).
A (S-wave) From this it seems that our theory reproduces the qualitative behavior of the experiments.
As for the Q decay, we can make a comparison only on the decay width r, which is obtained from the invariant amplitudes A and B as
12n mg fJ. l which are given in the parenthesis (the numbers represent the event numbers among the totally 24 observed Q decays).
The prediction on the branching ratio which is very close to the one (3 ·12) from the experimental value for A (.S:).
Through the above analysis we may conclude that our theory based on the four-ur-citon interaction reproduces fairly well the experimental behavior, considering that we have only one adjustable parameter and do not consider the possible effects due to the symmetry breaking and the strong interaction. § 4. Two ur-citon interaction
In this section we shall make a detailed analysis of the other interesting case of the two-ur-citon interaction 
S m (])-AO(mo)
The nonleptonic hyperon decay with j.JYI = 1 is described by the ur-citon interaction ( 4 ·1) with the choice of (m, n) = (2, 3), H 3
where the first and second terms in the respective equations represent the contributions from Sa and Sb (in turn the ur-citon diagrams (a) and (b)), respectively. We see the following characteristic results of the present case that; i) for the S-wave decays of the octet the Lee-Sugawara relation is valid, and ii) · A (.S!) is small and vanishes in the limit fl/m---'>0; iii) for the P-wave decays of the octet B (.S:) = 0, and the Lee-Sugawara relations is violated; and iv) for the a-decays the parity-violating amplitude, the D-wave one, has no contributions. In Table IV we make a detailed comparison of our results on the decay which is not so far from the one ( 4 · 6b) determined from the B (.St).
Through the above analyses we may conclude that our theory with the twour-citon interaction reproduces the qualitative behavior of the experiments, ex-cept for the P-wave decay of E, too. While the characteristic results are more interesting in the two-ur-citon case than in the four ur-citon case, the latter with one parameter seems to agree with experiment better than the former with two parameters.
Finally it may be worthwhile to discuss the relation of our theory to the one 10 ) in the tJ (12) symmetry scheme. As mentioned in § 2, the mesons and the baryons with the lowest internal wave function in the ur-citon scheme are, apart from the internal wave function, treated similarly as in the tJ (12) theory.
The non-leptonic hyperon decays are usually treated in the tJ (12) theory by assuming the spurion of the 143-plet. There we have the Hamiltonian of a linear combination of the terms Sa and Sb in ( 4 · 2) (corresponding to the ur-citon diagram (a) and (b) in Fig. 2 ) with arbitrary coefficients; compared with the definite coefficients, 1 and t, in the ur-citon scheme. The case of the four-urciton interaction in the previous section corresponds to choosing a special form for the spurion of the higher representation in the tJ (12) scheme and to fixing the relative ratio among kinematically possible terms.
